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2 IRIT, Toulouse, Franefirstname.surname�irit.frAbstrat. Researh about the semantis of agent ommuniation lan-guages traditionally sees the opposition between the mentalist and soialapproahes. In this paper we adopt a mixed approah sine we propose alogial framework allowing us to express both the intentional and insti-tutional dimensions of a ommuniative ation. We use this frameworkto give a semantis for some speeh ats representing eah of Searle'sategories exept expressives. This semantis relaxes the ritiized on-straints imposed in FIPA-ACL and also extends this standard with newspeeh ats and new institutional features to haraterise them. It hasbeen implemented in an extension of the Semanti Add-on for the JADEagent development platform, and used in an industrial appliation in theontext of automated B2B exhanges.1 IntrodutionDesigning e�ient Agent Communiation Languages is an essential issue inMulti-Agent Systems in order to standardise exhanges between the agents.Researh about the semantis of agent ommuniation languages sees the sub-sribers of the soial approah [17, 8, 27℄ ritiize mentalist approahes [24, 15℄for only grounding on the agents' private mental attitudes. But one an sim-ilarly reproah to soial approahes to provide a semantis only based on theagents' publi ommitments, independently of their mental attitudes. Now these�soial attitudes� are mainly desriptive, while mental attitudes allow one topredit the agents' behaviour. Moreover mental attitudes allow agents to rea-son about soial notions. It is thus essential to onsider both mental and soialattitudes. Some researhers thus propose a mixed approah based both on pub-li and private aspets [18℄. But they do not formalise institutional speeh atslike delarations. Now suh speeh ats are essential in new appliation �eldsinvolving ommuniation about norms, roles or powers of agents, for instane ineletroni ommere or automated business to business exhanges.In this paper we thus want to propose an alternative to the well-known stan-dard of agent ommuniation language FIPA-ACL [16℄ through the followinghanges: relaxed feasibility preonditions to allow a more �exible utilisation of



the speeh ats in various ontexts; new institutional speeh ats like delara-tions and promises; and an institutional interpretation of speeh ats oupledwith their lassial intentional interpretation. Therefore we adapt an existinglogial framework for the formalisation of institutional notions like roles, powersand norms [10℄. We then formalise in this logial framework the institutional in-terpretation of some spei� ommuniative ations, eah one representing oneof Searle's ategories of speeh ats (exept expressive ones) [25℄. Our notionof institution is very large (it is a set of rules and fats adopted by a group ofagents, like the rules of a game, or the laws of a ountry) and overs formal,legal institutions as well as informal ones (soial rules in a group...).The paper is strutured as follow. Setion 2 disusses some other soial se-mantis of speeh ats. Setion 3 brie�y desribes the syntax, semantis andaxiomatis of our logial framework. The ore of the paper (Setion 4) is dedi-ated to the uni�ed semantis of speeh ats. We are then able to ompare oursemantis of ACL with some related ones in more details (Setion 5). Finally weonlude about the future prospets opened by this work (Setion 6).2 State of the artThe mentalist approah onsists in grounding the semantis of speeh ats onthe agents' internal mental attitudes. These are represented by belief, desire andintention modalities provided by BDI logis, that are lassially used to formalisethe reasoning of autonomous agents [23, 28℄. This resulted in the design of severalstandards of agent ommuniation languages like KQML [15℄ or FIPA [16℄, thislatter one grounding on Sadek's rational interation theory [24℄.These approahes were ritiised a lot for being only based on private on-epts (mental attitudes) instead of publi veri�able notions (like ommitments).Therefore some work exist aiming at enrihing BDI logis with deonti operatorslike obligation [13, 3℄ or with institutional operators like ount as or institutionalpower [21℄, in order to formalise the institutional interpretation of speeh atsexhanged by the agents. In previous work we used suh an extended BDI frame-work to express the semantis of speeh ats with institutional e�ets [11℄ butwe were limited to delarative speeh ats, and the intentional and institutionaldimensions were quite blended.Various other work aims at providing an institutional semantis for speehats. For example Dignum and Weigand [14℄ propose a logial framework om-bining illoutionary and deonti logi to study and model the norms result-ing from ommuniation between agents; however, they only onsider diretivespeeh ats. Boella et al. [1℄ propose a role-based semantis allowing them toombine soial ommitments and mental attitudes to express the semantis ofspeeh ats in the ontext of persuasion dialogues. Atually they rewrite theFIPA feasibility preondition and rational e�ets of speeh ats but replae theprivate mental attitudes involved by publi mental attitudes attributed to theagents' roles instead of the individual agents. This solves the �aw of mentalistapproahes, ritiised for grounding on unveri�able mental attitudes, but �nally



there is no distint institutional interpretation of speeh ats, that ould di�erfrom one institution to another. In the following subsetions we give some detailsabout two approahes: Fornara and Colombetti's approah based on the notionof ommitments, and Lorini et al. 's approah based on the notion of aeptane.2.1 Fornara and Colombetti: semantis in terms of soialommitmentsAs opposed to the mentalist approah, the soial one [26, 27, 8℄ assumes thatprivate mental attitudes are not veri�able and thus grounds on the onept ofpubli (thus veri�able) ommitments [7℄ to express the semantis of speeh ats.All the ommitments taken by the agents are stored for possible future referene.The semantis of speeh ats is expressed only in terms of suh ommitments.For example Fornara and Colombetti [17℄ ground on Castelfranhi's notionof ommitment [7℄ to de�ne a library of ommuniative ats. From the lassi�-ation of speeh ats into four ategories (assertives, diretives, ommissives anddelaratives) inspired from Searle's work [25℄, they rede�ne for eah ategorythe semantis of its speeh ats in terms of soial ommitments. Thanks to thislibrary, they provide a ommuniation tool based on soial ommitments, alter-native to the FIPA-ACL standard. This tools allows rational agents to reasonabout the underlying rules of ommuniation and to respet them in order forthe system to behave well.However they are limited to the institutional dimension of speeh ats andneglet their relations with the agents' mental attitudes. Yet agents must beable to reason autonomously about the institution before making their deisionto perform a given speeh at. Moreover no spei� institution is expliit intheir ommitments, making it impossible to have various ommitments in variousinstitutions; therefore it is also impossible for speeh ats to have di�erent e�etsdepending on the institution within whih they are interpreted. For example theation of nodding one's head is interpreted in the ontext of Frenh gesturallanguage as meaning �yes�, while in the ontext of Bulgarian gestural languageit is interpreted as meaning �no�.2.2 Lorini et al. : semantis in terms of group aeptaneLorini et al. [22℄ de�ne a new semantis for speeh ats using Gaudou et al. 'sAeptane Logi [19℄. A L is a modal logi extended with the notion of a-eptane, representing what a group of agents willingly aept to onsider astrue (even if some (or all) members of the group believe the opposite) in a giveninstitutional ontext (and that they an refuse in another ontext). Aeptanesin�uene the agents' behaviour and utteranes in this institutional ontext. Theyare represented with the operator [C : x ]ϕ reading �agents in group C aept that
ϕ while funtioning as members of this group in the institutional ontext x�.Institutional notions are not primitive but de�ned from this notion of aep-tane. Thereby institutional fats (fats that are only valid in an institutionalontext, but not objetively valid) are onsidered to be equivalent to a group



aeptane in all groups of agents while they funtion in the onsidered institu-tional ontext. This strong link assumed between aeptane and institutionalfats may be a partiular rule of the spei� �ordinary ommuniation� institu-tion but annot be generalised to all institutions, partiularly legal ones.The authors then onsider the speeh at Promise in the institutional ontextof Ordinary Communiation (OC). Aording to them, if i informs j that he isgoing to perform ation α for him, and j intends i to perform this ation for him,this ounts as a promise at the next instant. The onsequene of this promiseis that i is obliged to perform ation α for j. Moreover the aeptane by thesetwo agents i and j while funtioning as a group in institution OC that i haspromised to perform ation α for j and that j intends him to do so impliesa soial ommitment of i towards j to perform α for him. This framework isinteresting but Lorini et al. have only formalised the promise yet. Moreover theydo not seem to make a lear distintion between the intentional and institutionalpreonditions to perform a speeh at.3 Our logial frameworkWe adapt here an existing logial framework for norms, institutional powers androles de�ned in [10℄. It is a multi-modal logi with modal operators of belief,intention, obligation, institutional fats and onsequenes, and ation.3.1 SyntaxLet AGT = {i, j, ...} be a �nite set of agents. Let ACT = {α, β...} be the setof ations. We suppose that some ations in ACT are of the form i:α, where iis the author of ation α (the agent who performs it). Let ATM = {p, q, ...}be the set of atomi formulas. Let INST = {s, t, ...} be the set of institutions.Complex formulas are denoted by ϕ, ψ... The language of our logi is de�ned bythe following BNF grammar:
ϕ ::= p|¬ϕ|ϕ ∨ ϕ|Biϕ|Chiϕ|Iiϕ|Dsϕ|ϕ⇒s ϕ|Oϕ|beforeαϕ|afterαϕwhere p ranges over ATM , α over ACT , i over AGT , and s over INST . Thelassial boolean onnetives ∧, →, ↔, ⊤ (tautology) and ⊥ (ontradition) arede�ned from ∨ and ¬ in the usual manner. The operators doneαϕ, happensαϕ,

Pϕ, Fϕ and power(i , s , ϕ, α, ψ) will be de�ned as abbreviations.3.2 Semantis and axiomatisWe only give here the informal meanings of our operators. It is su�ient to knowthat they have a Kripke semantis in terms of possible worlds. We also give someuseful axioms. This framework is adapted from Demolombe and Louis' logi ofnorms, roles and institutional powers [10℄. But please notie that atually, thedetails of the semantis of operators is not important, and any other institutionallogi would work.



Belief, intention and ation Bip means that agent i believes that p. Chipmeans that agent i prefers p to be true. These two normal operators have astandardKD45 axiomatis. Iip means that agent i intends that p. Its axiomatisis that de�ned for FIPA by Sadek [24℄. In partiular intention is linked with beliefby the following mix axioms:� introspetion: Iip↔ BiIip� automati dropping of ahieved intentions: Iip→ ¬Bip

beforeα and afterα are normal modal operators de�ned in standard tenselogi in linear time version [6℄. doneαϕ = ¬beforeα¬ϕ means that ation α hasjust been performed, and ϕ was true before. happensαϕ = ¬afterα¬ϕ meansthat ation α is about to be performed and ϕ will be true just after.Institutional modalities Finally this framework also provides some spei�operators to formalise institutional onepts. These operators have a parameter
s speifying the institution within whih they are valid. Here we onsider aninstitution as a set of institutional fats and rules that a group of agents (the�members� of this institution) adopt. This is a general view that an aountfor various institutional ontexts, be they formal institutions or informal ones:the law of a ountry, a ontrat between two parties in a business relationship,a soial struture, the rules of a game...An institutional fat is a fat that is reognised to be valid in the ontext ofa given institution, but that an make no sense in itself; i.e. it is not a physiallyobservable fat (what Searle alls a �brute fat�) but something written in theregistry of this institution. For example the fat that two people are married, orthat one is authorised to drive a truk, is only valid w.r.t. the law of a ountry;all deonti fat should also be enapsulated in an institutional fat to make theinstitution in whih they hold expliit. We represent these institutional fatswith the operator Dsϕ meaning that for institution s, it is o�ially establishedthat ϕ holds. In partiular if ϕ is an agent's mental attitude, then Dsϕ an beunderstood as this agent's ommitment (either a propositional ommitment if ϕis a belief, or a ommitment in ation if ϕ is an intention).Institutional fats an be dedued from other fats thanks to the rules ofthe institution. For example the presentation of an invoie by a provider to hislient ounts as an obligation for the lient to pay it. The existene of the invoieis physially observable, while the obligation is only valid in an institutionalontext. We represent these normative onsequenes with the primitive operator
p⇒s q, meaning that aording to the norms holding in institution s, p entails q.This operator is known in the literature as ount as, and has been �rst formalisedby Sergot and Jones [21℄. The following mix axioms expliit the link betweeninstitutional fats and normative onsequenes:

(ϕ⇒s ψ) → Ds(ϕ→ ψ) (SD)
(ϕ⇒s ψ) → (ϕ→ Dsϕ) (SC)



From these axioms and the properties of Ds (see [10, p.8℄ for details) we andedue:
(ϕ⇒s ψ) → (ϕ→ Dsψ) (SP)A partiular ase of normative onsequene onerns the onsequenes ofthe performane of an o�ial proedure. Atually some agents an have thepower when performing a given proedure under some onditions to reate newinstitutional fats. We represent these institutional powers as an abbreviation

power(i , s , cond , α, ϕ) = ((done i:α⊤∧cond) ⇒s ϕ). Intuitively this means that ihas the power in institution s, by performing ation α and if ondition cond holds,to see to it that ϕ beomes o�ially true in institution s. For example a mayorhas the power in the law of the Frenh Republi, by performing a delaration,and on ondition that the two people agree, to marry them. Obviously thesepowers result from the agent's role in the institution, but this is not the fousof this paper so we will not remind how roles are formalised in the originalframework (the interested reader an refer to [10℄ for details on this point).Deonti modalities We have a modality for impersonal obligation to be: Oϕreads �it is obligatory that ϕ�, and its axiomati is that of the Standard DeontiLogi [20℄, that is KD. Obligations to do an be expressed as obligations to be ina state where the obliged ation has been performed. Obligations are impersonalsine no agent is expliitly responsible for their ful�lment, but suh an agentan impliitly appear in their ontent. For instane Odone i:α⊤ means that it isobligatory (for no one in partiular) to be in a state where i has just performedation α; this an be understood as �i has the obligation to perform ation α�.Permissions and interdition are de�ned from obligations in a standard way:
Pϕ = ¬O¬p means that it is permitted that ϕ, and Fϕ = O¬ϕ means that itis forbidden that ϕ.Please notie that no institution is expliit as a parameter of this obligationmodality. But suh obligations will be enapsulated in institutional fats to ex-press the institution in whih they are valid. For example DsOϕ means that �ininstitution s, it is obligatory that ϕ�.4 Semantis of speeh ats4.1 Preliminary remarksIntentional and institutional dimensions The FIPA-ACL standard [16℄ de-�nes features allowing one to give an intentional dimension to the observationand interpretation of a ommuniative ation: the feasibility preondition (theappropriate mental attitudes to perform the speeh at) and the rational e�et(this is a formula ϕ representing the ontent of the speaker i's intention that heintends the reeiver j to know; so the performane of the speeh at allows anyobserver k to dedue this orresponding intentional e�et: Bk IiBj Iiϕ). Please



notie that the performane of the speeh at does not automatially allow oneto dedue its rational e�et, but only its intentional e�et, meaning that anyagent k believes that the speaker i intends the hearer j to reognize its (i's) in-tention to ahieve the rational e�et ϕ. However, nothing ensures that i indeedahieves ϕ, his speeh at may fail, for example the hearer may not obey anorder, or may not believe an assertion. Thus the rational e�et an only be de-dued under some onstraining hypotheses suh as the sinerity and ompetenehypotheses used in FIPA.In a similar way, we want to provide here the institutional dimension ofthe observation and interpretation of a ommuniative ation relative to one orseveral institutions. This institutional interpretation is omposed of the followingfeatures:� a permission ondition that is neessary and su�ient for the speaker to beallowed to perform this speeh at;� a power ondition that also needs to be true for the speeh at to have aninstitutional e�et;� an expliit institutional e�et that is obtained when the speeh at is per-formed while permission and power onditions were true.We will thus be able to ombine the intentional and institutional dimensionsof ommuniative ations (formalised as speeh ats [25℄), both essential to fullyharaterise their interpretation. Lorini et al. have also investigated suh a uni-�ed approah but they have only formalised the interpretation of a promise inthe ontext of ordinary ommuniation; we aim at being muh more generi.In partiular we formalise one speeh at from eah of Searle's ategories ofilloutionary fores, exept the expressive one.Atually we have relaxed some of the (widely ritiised) strong onstraintsimposed by FIPA-ACL semantis on the appropriate ontext of performane ofspeeh ats. Instead of imposing these onditions as strong onstraints, we havemoved them into the permission preonditions of the speeh at. The agentsare thus physially able to disobey these onstraints, but it is forbidden by theinteration norms, and they may inur santions for suh violations.Notations In the sequel we use the following abbreviations:� FP = feasibility preonditions� RE = rational e�et� PermC = (institutional) permission ondition� PowC = power ondition� EE = institutional expliit e�etSpeeh ats are ations of the form Force(sp, ad , inst , content) where sp ∈
AGT is the speaker, ad ∈ AGT is the addressee, inst ∈ INST is the institutionalontext, content is the propositional ontent and an be any formula of our lan-guage, and Force ∈ {inform, promise, command, declare} is the illoutionaryfore.



Ation laws We now explain how the intentional and institutional dimensionsof ations interat by providing the ation laws governing the performane ofspeeh ats.We notie that FP is a fatual exeutability preondition, while PermCis an ideal one. But even ideal worlds are submitted to physial world laws,i.e. PermC is not su�ient for the ation to be exeutable, FP also has to betrue. For example a mayor has the permission to marry people by making adelaration, but the delaration must be exeutable; thus if he is voieless oneday, he will be unable to marry anyone.We thus have the following exeutability laws. The fatual exeutability law(FELα) means that an ation happens i� its feasibility preondition is true andthe agent hooses to perform it. The ideal exeutability law (IELα) means thatideally, an ation should happen i� it is permitted and feasible.
happensα⊤ ↔ (FP(α) ∧ Chihappens i:α⊤) (FELα)

O(happensα⊤ → PermC (α)) (IELα)We also have the following e�et laws. The rational e�et law (RELα) meansthat if the power preondition of an ation is false, then only its rational e�etan be dedued after its performane. The power e�et law (PELα) means thatif the power ondition of an ation is true, then both its rational and institutionale�ets an be dedued after its performane.
¬PowC (α) → afterαRE (α) (RELα)

PowC (α) → afterαRE (α) ∧ EE (α) (PELα)From these laws we an dedue the following theorems larifying the fatualexeutability and e�ets of α depending on the di�erent ombinations of itsfeasibility and power preonditions. If FP(α) is false then α is not exeutable.
¬FP (α) → afterα⊥If FP(α) is true but PowC (α) is false, α is about to happen after whih itsrational e�et will be true.

(FP (α) ∧ ¬PowC (α)) → (happensα⊤ ∧ afterαRE (α))Finally if both FP(α) and PowC (α) are true, α is about to happen afterwhih both its rational and institutional e�ets will be true.
(FP (α) ∧ PowC (α)) → (happensα⊤ ∧ afterα(RE (α) ∧ EE (α)))4.2 Assertives: informThe assertive speeh at Inform ommits the speaker to the truth of a proposi-tion. The notation inform(i , j , s , ϕ) reads �agent i informs j in institution s that

ϕ is true�.



Intentional interpretation As we said before we have relaxed FIPA on-straints on the exeutability of speeh ats. We thus impose no feasibility pre-ondition here.
FP (inform(i , j , s , ϕ)) = ⊤The rational e�et (the ontent of the speaker i's intention that he intendsthe reeiver j to know) is that j believes the promised proposition ϕ to be true:
RE(inform(i , j , s , ϕ)) = BjϕInstitutional interpretation The permission preondition to inform j that

ϕ in institution s inludes the onstraints removed from the fatual feasibilitypreonditions: the speaker should not believe that the hearer already knows if
ϕ, and he should not be already ommitted on ¬ϕ in the same institution.

PermC (inform(i , j , s , ϕ)) = ¬DsBiBifjϕ ∧ ¬DsBi¬ϕNow the institutional e�et of Inform is to retrat possible opposite ommit-ments ontrated before and to assert a new ommitment on ϕ. Indeed, evenif agent i was previously ommitted on ¬ϕ (and therefore was not permittedto inform anyone that ϕ), he may violate that obligation. But these two om-mitments are inonsistent so the previous one must be retrated while assertingthe new ontraditory one. Though one an still detet that the opposite om-mitment was true when i performed the ation and that he has thus violatedthe rules of the institution. Atually due to the seriality of Ds we have that
DsBiϕ → ¬DsBi¬ϕ. So the expliit institutional e�et of inform is the newommitment:

EE (inform(i , j , s , ϕ)) = DsBiϕThis e�et is always obtained and does not depend on partiular powers of
i, so the power ondition is trivial.

PowC (inform(i , j , s , ϕ)) = ⊤Example For example in the ontext of B2B exhanges, if a provider sendshis atalogue to a lient, this ounts as information about the pries given inthis atalogue. As an e�et of this ation, the provider is thus ommitted tothese pries during the validity of his atalogue. In the spei� institution sonstituted by the ontrat between the provider and the lient, we assumethat we have a spei� rule forbidding to ontradit one's ommitments, whihtakes the form DsO(DsBip→ afterαDsBip), for every speeh at a, where p isthe proposition denoting that the prie is 100. This means that in institution
s, it is obligatory that if an agent i is ommitted to believe that the prieof an item is 100, then after any speeh at he is still ommitted to this (inother words it is forbidden to retrat this ommitment by any speeh at). Fromthis we an dedue that the provider is obliged to respet the given pries,i.e. DsO(DsBip→ after Inform(i,j,s,¬p)⊥) (it is obligatory that if i is ommittedto p, then the ation of informing any agent j that ¬p is not feasible).



4.3 Commissives: promise toThis ommissive speeh at ommits the speaker on a ourse of ation. Thenotation promise-to(i , j , s , α) reads �i promises to j in institution s to performation α�.Intentional interpretation We begin with speifying the intentional dimen-sion of this speeh at, that is not given in FIPA-ACL. A promise-to is feasibleif the speaker believes that the hearer intends him to perform the onernedation3. For example it makes no sense that a hild promises to his father toplay, while it makes sense to promise him to make his shoolwork. So:
FP (promise-to(i , j , s , α)) = BiIjdoneα⊤The rational e�et pursued by the speaker is that the hearer be aware of hisintention to perform the promised ation:
RE(promise-to(i , j , s , α)) = Bj Iidone i:α⊤Institutional interpretation In an institutional ontext s, this promise toperform an ation α is permitted on ondition that the ation i :α is not expliitlyforbidden itself. So the permission preondition is the following:

PermC (promise-to(i , j , s , α)) = ¬DsO¬happens i:α⊤The institutional e�et onsists in ratifying in institution s the speaker'sintention to perform ation α; so after promise-to(i , j , s , α) the speaker has storedin the registry of s its intention to perform α, whih is similar to him beingommitted in s to this ourse of ation.
EE (promise-to(i , j , s , α)) = DsIidone i:α⊤This is thus similar to the inform(i , j , s , ϕ) speeh at exept that a promisestores a ommitment in ation while an inform stores a propositional ommit-ment.There is no power preondition, so the institutional e�et of a promise isalways reahed.

PowC (promise-to(i , j , s , α)) = ⊤Example A lient c promises to pay his provider p one the ordered goodshave been delivered. The ation to pay is denoted by αpay This promise is validin the ontext of a B2B exhange ontrat, that is a partiular institution de-noted b2b here. So this promise is formalised as: promise(c, p, b2b, αpay). Thispromise is permitted sine obviously the promised ation to pay is not forbid-den: ¬Db2bO¬happensαpay
⊤. So when the lient reeives the delivery, his promiseallows to dedue his ommitment (rati�ed intention) to pay: Db2bIcdonec:αpay

⊤,that is the institutional e�et of this speeh at.3 Please notie that threats suh as �I promise that I will kill you� annot be onsideredas promises in the sense of Searle.



4.4 Diretives: ommandThis diretive speeh at is an attempt from the speaker to make the hearerperform some ation. The notation command(i , j , s , α, cond) reads �i orders to
j in institution s, in virtue of ondition cond, to perform ation α�.Intentional interpretation Aording to the FIPA-ACL semantis, a requestis feasible only if the speaker does not believe the hearer to already intend toperform the ommanded ation, and does believe that the part of the feasibilitypreonditions of the ommanded ation that onerns him (i.e. that are hismental attitudes) are valid. Here we onsider that when α is an ation of agent
j then FP(α) is of the form FPi(α) ∧ FP6=i(α) where the former is �i's part of
FP(α)� (similar to FIPA-ACL notation FP(α)[i\j], that is the part of FP(α)that are mental attitudes of agent i). But we do not impose this onstraint onthe feasibility of α as a feasibility preondition of the ommand, but rather as apermission preondition. So:

FP(command(i , j , s , α, cond)) = ⊤The rational e�et of a ommand (i.e. the e�et that i intends j to believe that
i intends to ahieve) is that j has performed the ommanded ation:

RE (command(i , j , s , α, cond)) = done j :α⊤Institutional interpretation The permission preondition to ommand some-one to perform an ation is to be empowered to do so, i.e. to dispose of theinstitutional power to reate the obligation to perform the ommanded ationby ommanding it, and to validate the ondition of this power, that is an expliitattribute cond of this diretive speeh at. An additional permission preondi-tion is the onstraint oming from FIPA feasibility preondition that we relaxed,that is that th part of the feasibility preonditions of α that depends on i hold(one should not ommand someone to perform an ation whose preonditionsare made false by his own mental attitudes).
PermC (command(i , j , s , α, cond)) =

cond ∧ power(i , s , cond , command(i , j , s , α, cond),Odone j :α⊤) ∧ FPi(α)The expliit institutional e�et of this power is to reate two new institutionalfats, orresponding to the obligation for j to perform α, and the reordingof j's knowledge of his obligation. Atually this obligation ould exist before,and in this ase the ommand orresponds to a noti�ation; but it an also bereated from srath by the ommand (see the examples in the next paragraphfor lari�ation).
EE (command(i , j , s , α, cond)) = DsOdonej :α⊤ ∧ DsBjOdonej :α⊤



Example For example a parent an ommand his hildren to lean his room.In this ase, the ation beomes obligatory through the ommand, beause ofthe parent's authority over his son (that is the ondition of his power). Simi-larly a professor ommanding his students to make some shoolwork reates theobligation for them to do so, on the strength of his role of professor.But an order does not neessarily reate an obligation, and may just put infous an existing one. For example a baili� an be sent to o�ially ommand anunooperative lient to pay an invoie. In this ase the obligation already exists(and is attested by the invoie) so the baili� only reminds the lient of it4. He ispermitted to perform suh a ommand in virtue of his role of baili� and beausehe is sent by the provider.4.5 Delaratives: delareThis delarative speeh at hanges the institutional reality by reating a newinstitutional fat. The notation declare(i , j , s , cond , ϕ) reads �i delares to j ininstitution s that given ondition cond, the fat ϕ is now established�. Theondition usually bears upon the speaker's role that empowers him to performsuh a delaration.Intentional interpretation This intentional interpretation is partly inspiredfrom the intentional interpretation of an inform(i , j , s ,Dsϕ). The feasibility pre-ondition of a delaration is that the speaker does not believe the delared fatto be already established (indeed a delaration must reate a new institutionalfat). The rational e�et (i.e. the intended e�et) is the same as an inform about
Dsϕ, i.e. to make the hearer aware of this information. So:

FP(declare(i , j , s , cond , ϕ)) = ¬BiDsϕ

RE (declare(i , j , s , cond , ϕ)) = BjDsϕInstitutional interpretation The permission preondition to perform
declare(i , j , s , cond , ϕ) is that i really has the power to establish the delaredfat ϕ by delaring it under the announed onditions cond. This power is lo-ally granted by eah spei� institution to some agents depending on their role.For example the Frenh republi grants the mayors the right to pronoune twopeople husband and wife, under the ondition that they both onsent to it. Thusan ordinary agent who is not mayor does not have this power, so that he is notallowed to pronoune marriages.

PermC (declare(i , j , s , cond , ϕ)) =

power(i , s , cond , declare(i , j , s , cond , ϕ), ϕ)4 Atually this seems to be a noti�ation rather than a ommand, but the aim is tomake the lient behave, while the aim of a noti�ation is only to make the reeivero�ially aware of what is noti�ed. In further work we expet to study into moredetails the links between delarations, ommands and noti�ations.



The expliit e�et of a delaration is to store the delared fat in the insti-tution, as well as the fat that the hearer is o�ially aware of this fat.
EE (declare(i , j , s , cond , ϕ)) = Dsϕ ∧ DsBjDsϕThis expliit e�et is only obtained under the additional ondition that condis valid:

PowC (declare(i , j , s , cond , ϕ)) = condExample For example a ountry an delare war to another one, by the voieof its representative that is empowered to do so, and under some onditionslike the agreement of some ounsellors. A mayor is empowered by its ountryto pronoune weddings under some onditions that the people are of age andonsenting.Citizens have to delare their inome to the publi treasury in order to al-ulate the amount of tax that they will pay. This is a delaration sine the e�etis a new institutional fat o�ially establishing one's delared inome as beingbelieved by him. Any itizen is empowered to do so. Moreover the law imposesa onstraint on the generated ommitment, that is an obligation to believe thisinome to be true. Thereby if the delared inome was false the itizen is liablefor proseution and santions.4.6 Example of reasoning with our ation lawsThis example is situated in the ontext of a B2B exhange (in institution b2b)between a buyer b and a seller s. The seller intends potential lients to know thepries of his produts, e.g. IsBbp. With our relaxed feasibility preondition, hean use an assertive speeh at whatever the ontext. Though if the buyer hasalready been informed of the pries before (Db2bBsBbp), the seller is not permit-ted to inform him again. Thus if he informs him anyway, aording to IELα heviolates an obligation. This an be deteted by other agents, and spei� rulesof the institution may speify santions to ompensate this. Being aware of suhpre-spei�ed santions, an agent an deliberately hoose to violate an obligationif the intended outome (here, that lients be aware of the seller's o�er) is moreimportant than the inurred santion. This shows the importane of having bothintentional and institutional semantis of speeh ats, to allow agents to reasonabout the relative importane of their goals and their obligations, in order tomake an appropriate deision.5 Detailed omparison with other workIn this setion we ompare our semantis of speeh ats with those proposed byFornara and Colombetti, and by Lorini et al. (that we have presented above).



5.1 Conept of ommitmentWe have shown before that what we mean by ommitment in this work is arati�ed mental attitude, i.e. a mental attitude (belief or intention) stored inthe institution. This notion is similar to Fornara and Colombetti's ommitmentthat is also a publi onept, exept that we have not made expliit its reditor.Atually the debtor is ommitted towards the whole institution, but an impliitreditor an sometimes be found in the ontent ϕ of the ommitment. For ex-ample if agent i promises to j to pay him, he ommits himself to a propositioninvolving agent j, expressing that j will be payed at some future instant. Thereditor an sometimes be found in the santion assoiated with the violation ofthe ommitment, too; for example the obligation to pay damages to an agent.Our notion of rati�ed mental attitude is also similar to Gaudou et al. 's notionof aeptane, beause it must in�uene the agent's behaviour and utteranes.Indeed, the agent's rati�ed mental attitudes are mental attitudes that he hasexpressed, that are stored in the institution, and to whih he must onformwhile subsequently ating and speaking, even if they are not onsistent with hisreal mental attitudes. For example an agent who promises that he has seen agiven movie must then be able to talk about it in order to be onsistent with hispromise; if he is unable to narrate the end of the movie one an notie that heis ontraditing his ommitment.5.2 Notion of institutionBy institution we mean a set of rules and fats that are adopted by a group ofagents (the members of the institution). This seems to be a more generi notionthan Lorini et al. 's onept of informal institution, sine it aounts for thispartiular kind of institutions but also for various other ones: laws of a ountry,rules of a game, ontrat between businesses, soial norms of a ulture... Inpartiular it allows to have institutional rules that are ignored by the membersof the institution, what is the ase for law for example, sine one annot be awareof the whole set of laws of his ountry, while he is one of its itizens. Fornara andColombetti do not make expliit the institutional ontext in whih their speehats are interpreted, so we believe that they also onsider a kind of �ordinaryommuniation� institutional ontext.In our view informal institutions are desribed by a spei� set of fats andrules, determining their spei� funtioning. In partiular the fat that all agentsmust aept a fat for it to beome institutional is a partiular institutional law.In other kinds of institutions, fats must be adopted by a majority of members(voting to reate a law or to elet the president for example), or the opinionof one single member an su�e (the referee is always right). Thus we annotadopt suh an hypothesis in our aount. Indeed on the ontrary we onsiderthe generi interpretation of speeh ats in any institution s. More spei� rulesan be additionally spei�ed in eah partiular interpretation, but the objet ofthis paper is to identify for eah ategory of speeh ats the features that areommon to their institutional interpretations whatever the institutional ontext.



6 ConlusionIn this work we have provided an expressive logial framework blending theagents' mental attitudes (beliefs, intentions) with their soial attitudes (obli-gations, institutional fats and powers...). To illustrate its expressivity, pleasenotie that our framework allows to represent some forms of ontrary-to-dutyobligations-to-do. Suh obligations take the form:
Oafterα⊥ → afterαOdonerepairα

⊤where repairα is the ontrary-to-duty obligation assoiated to the violation ofthe obligation to refrain from doing α. This means that if it is forbidden toperform α, then after α it is obligatory to perform a repairing ation repairα.We have then used this framework to provide a semantis for an agent om-muniation language based on FIPA-ACL but relaxing its widely ritiised tooonstraining feasibility onditions, and adding permission preonditions. Thisway, agents an hoose to perform forbidden speeh ats but would then beliable to santions in the orresponding institution. Our ACL semantis alsoinludes new speeh ats (ommissives and delaratives). It generalises existingapproahes by unifying the intentional and institutional dimensions in one singleframework, while strongly distinguishing them; moreover it allows to onsidervarious kinds of institutional ontexts; �nally it provides ation laws taking bothdimensions into aount.In future work we intend to improve the institutional and intentional se-mantis of speeh ats by aounting for deadlines. Various researhers [4, 12, 9℄have shown that an important feature of obligations to perform an ation is thedeadline before whih this ation must be performed, that is essential to be ableto assess the violation or ful�llment of suh obligations. Though for the sake ofsimpliity we have omitted deadlines in this paper. An idea to manage them infuture work ould be to use existing formalisations of norms with deadlines, orto ground on linear temporal logi with until and sine operators [5℄.Finally we would like to mention that our framework for the institutionalinterpretation of speeh ats has been suessfully implemented into institutionalagents that have been used in a prototype of industrial appliation: a multi-agentmediation platform for automated business to business exhanges [2℄.Referenes1. G. Boella, R. Damiano, J. Hulstijn, and L. van der Torre. Role-based semantisfor agent ommuniation: embedding of the 'mental attitudes' and 'soial ommit-ments' semantis. In AAMAS'06, Hakodate, Hokkado, Japon, 2006.2. F. Bourge, S. Piant, C. Adam, and V. Louis. A multi-agent mediation platformfor automati b2b exhanges. In ESAW, 2008. demonstration.3. J. Broersen, M. Dastani, and L. van der Torre. Beliefs, obligations, intentions, anddesires as omponents in an agent arhiteture. International Journal of IntelligentSystems, 20(9):893�919, 2005.
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